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Abstract: Assistive systems might reason about human behavior and specific actions to be able to
assist human activities in everyday life or working situations. It is a challenge to create an adaptive,
unobtrusive system with high accuracy of supporting actions. Previous work assumes that either a
concrete goal is preset for a whole support application, or is chosen from a finite set of goals by the
user or is calculated over a finite set of goals by heuristic algorithms. This novel directions paper
discusses ideas to reduce the solution space for assistive systems by using observations of human
behavior together with domain-specific and general knowledge. We discuss especially challenges
for creating goal models, how to combine them with other existing models, and how to use them in
model-based software engineering approaches with automatic code generation. A concrete realization
of these ideas enables a variety of design decisions regarding modeling languages, the interplay of
different languages, and how to handle goals at run-time.
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Introduction and Challenges

Motivation. To be able to assist human activities in everyday life or working situations,
systems need to know facets of human behavior and predict what steps will happen next
[AMM14, Mi18]. Research in the field of assisted living [Mi18] discovered three methods
to handle human task goals: (1) A system has predefined goals, e.g., in case of fall detection
systems, a fallen person has the goal to get help. Thus, the whole application has one goal
predefined. (2) A person selects a goal, e.g., assistance in cooking a certain recipe on a
tablet, or navigation to the nearest bus station on a smartphone. (3) Heuristic algorithms
calculate goals, e.g., based on the frequency of preceding behavior, and a predefined list of
goals. All of these approaches have disadvantages: Method (1) lacks the option to allow for
dynamic addition and adaption of goals, as the whole system needs to be changed. Method
(2) is challenging for users who strive for an unobtrusive system: They might have to choose
regularly between a variety of options what behavior the system should support and thus,
interact too often with the system. Method (3) can be error-prone dependent on the data sets
used for calculating the heuristics. If you want to create an adaptive, unobtrusive system with
high accuracy of supporting actions, precise support is challenging for existing approaches.
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Goal Modeling for Assistive Systems. In this paper, we discuss ideas for a fourth method: To
combine goal modeling, observations of human behavior as well as domain-specific and
general knowledge about it could reduce the solution space for assistive actions. Thus, we
need (1) to investigate required concepts in existing goal modeling languages and either
develop a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) or integrate the concepts into an existing
DSL to be able to create goal models, (2) investigate the relations to models created with
other DSLs, especially for Model-Driven Software Engineering (MDSE) approaches with
automatic code synthesis and code generators, and (3) identify goals from observation.
Outline. Section 2 discusses the concept goal, related concepts, goal modeling languages,
and shows an example. Section 3 shows major challenges for goal modeling, goal model
relations in MDSE approaches, and the identification of goals. The last section concludes.

2

Background and Example

Research interprets the concept goal in various ways depending on the perspective. This
work uses the term goal as a synonym for the goals of human behavior or action goals. In
philosophy, teleology (from greek telos, “end,” and logos, “reason”) assumes that activities
or processes always have a reference to some purpose, end, or goal 2. Following [EW02],
goals are the „desired end states people try to attain through the cognitive, affective, and
biochemical regulation of their behavior“. [No11] describes a goal as „a set of stable states
that are part of the proper subset of the set of stable states“. Most definitions include states,
different types of goals, a relationship between a goal, a person, and the behavior of a person:
Concepts which can be found in a variety of goal modeling languages.
Goal Modeling is an important aspect in several research directions of Informatics, e.g.,
Requirements Engineering (RE) [An96, RS05, KL05, HML15, HY16, Be19], Software
Engineering [Ho15], Information Systems [SS13], Enterprise Modeling [OFK15, BF16,
Kr08], Human-Computer Interaction [Ka01, Mc03], Artificial Intelligence [Br05], Security
[EYZ09], Robotics [He15] using a generative approach, or Computational Linguistics
[Ca88]. Several goal modeling languages exist, e.g., i* [YM93] or KAOS [DvLF93] for
RE, for robotics and model-driven engineering [He15], approaches using goal concepts,
e.g., Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) [Br05] from agent-based systems, and more specific
goal modeling languages, e.g., for multi-level modeling [OFK15] or i* extensions [Go18].
Their common concepts are, e.g., related subjects, activities, and relations between goals
presented as a directed graph [Cv14]. Moreover, they distinct between different types of
goals, e.g., soft-goals [MCN92] and hard-goals where the satisfaction can be verified [An96],
or achieve, maintain and optimize goals [DvLF93]. Considering the relation between goals
and actions, there exist approaches to map goal models to BPMN processes [Kr14] or
goal-oriented process mining [GA20].
To summarize, there exists a variety of goal modeling languages but systematic considerations
about the use of goal models for MDSE and code generation of assistive systems is missing.
2 Encyclopaedia Britannica: Teleology, 2016. https://www.britannica.com/topic/teleology, last access:
10.5.2020
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Example for a goal and its relations. The goal „coffee is prepared“ describes the final state
of the action „prepare coffee“. This goal is further described by a related person, i.e., the
assisted person in an assistive system, attributes and their assigned values, e.g., the cup is
filled and the person has the cup in her hand, and it is marked as a soft goal which could be
interrupted by another action such as „answer the phone call“ or „open the door“.
An assistive system needs to know about the context of actions [MS17] to provide meaningful
assistance. Dependent on the context of the action „prepare coffee“, e.g., the person cooking
coffee is a barista in a coffee shop or someone is cooking for her or himself at home, the
preceding actions and, thus, preceding goals differ. The barista serves the coffee to another
person who adds milk and sugar, stirs the coffee and drinks it. The person which cooks
coffee for herself picks up the newspaper in front of the door, sits down at the dining table,
starts reading the newspaper and drinks the coffee.

3

Modeling and Using Behavior Goals

Handling goal models reduces the solution space for assistance situations of assistive
systems by using observations of human behavior together with domain-specific and
general knowledge. To handle goals in model-driven systems the following three aspects
are important: (A) to create goal models, (B) to understand their relationship with models
created in other modeling languages and (C) to compare actions and goals in the goal model,
to be able to identify the correct action to be supported. Solutions for these three aspects
are challenging and allow for a variety of design decisions but to solve each of them would
allow to process goal models in generative approaches for assistive systems.
We discuss the following three steps for systems that rely on MDSE methods. This means
that they already use a combination of different models and modeling languages to define
the resulting system. They use structure and behavior models to define, e.g., relevant data
structures in Class Diagrams (CDs), and represent human behavior in Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) models or UML Activity Diagrams (ADs).
(A) Creation of goal models. Clearly, it is a challenge to create goal models from scratch
during observation of actions. Thus, at least a part of these models should be defined at the
set-up of an assistive system and could be extended by the assisted person during run-time.
To be able to define goal models, we would (1) either have to engineer a new DSL to
describe goals or (2) include the relevant concepts in an already existing structure model,
e.g., domain CDs, to be extendable at run-time. In both of these solutions, it is necessary to
conceptualize the term goal and to identify relevant related concepts.
(B) Relation of goal models to models in other modeling languages. If we want to include
support functionalities in systems created with MDSE methods, e.g., [Ad18, Ge20, Ad20],
the generator(s) need to know about the relationship between models created with different
DSLs, especially those modeling structure and behavior.
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Figure 1 shows the relationships between models from different DSLs. They have to be
defined for a concrete application in the model engineering activity during design time.
1. A structure model, using e.g., UML CD during development time or UML Object
Diagrams during run-time, describes the relevant concepts of the domain and their
relations. Using the aforementioned example this could be, e.g., some cups in a
cupboard, an assisted person in the kitchen, the coffee machine on a board, or a
package of milk in the fridge.
2. Behavior models, using e.g., BPMN or UML ADs, are created in a next step. This
includes processes an assisted person can do, e.g., prepare coffee, drink coffee, bake
a cake, or take some medicine before eating breakfast.
a) Behavior models have connections to structure models (relation (a) in Figure 1),
e.g., a „cup“ (instance from class X) is used in action A „prepare coffee“.
3. In a third step, the goal model is added, using e.g., the new Goal DSL. Goals are
defined as states, e.g., „coffee is prepared“, „coffee is consumed“, „a cake is baked“,
or „medicine is taken“. There exist relationships between goals, e.g., „coffee is
consumed“ is only done after „coffee is prepared“ or „coffee is bought“.
b) A goal includes additional information about objects and their states (relation
(b) in Figure 1), e.g., the goal G „coffee is prepared“ has a connection to the
„cup“ (instance from class X) to be able to know when it is full.
c) Which relationships exist between goals and behavioral models depends on
the concepts included in a Goal DSL. As described in [MM13], activity theory
[Le78] could be used to further investigate these relationships. [Le78] states
that actions (concrete steps) are directed towards certain conscious goals. Thus,
we could assume that a goal is related with an action (relation (c) in Figure 1),
e.g., action A „prepare coffee“ has the goal G „coffee is prepared“.
1
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Fig. 1: Relationship between structure model, actions in behavior models, and goals.

Goal models need information about resources, their states, and actions which leads to the
challenge keeping models in different DSLs consistent. Using a Goal DSL might require
to include relations between goal models and models in other DSLs directly, e.g., by
referencing elements of other models, or using external tagging languages [Gr15]. This
makes it easier to handle consistency between models.
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(C) Identification of goals from observation. The idea of using human behavioral goals to
assist arose from the analysis of cognitive processes. Usually, if someone wants to identify
the goal of the activity of another person she is observing, she uses (1) her perception, and
combines it with (2) domain-specific knowledge and (3) general knowledge. By taking
an observation of real-life as an example, it is easy to see, that such goal identification is
done by humans automatically several times a day: We observe that somebody puts coffee
into a coffee cup. We have domain-specific context information, e.g., in which room the
person is, what time of the day it is, and we have general information about humans, e.g.,
that they drink and eat regularly or that they have a job and work. Using this information,
we can conclude that a person’s goal is to drink the coffee or to serve it to another person,
depending on the context. An assistive system could use these types of information as well:
• To handle perception, human actions can be detected by using sensory data (one or
more events) at a certain point in time (see (1) observation in Figure 2). Using this
data, e.g., more complex activities of human behavior could be detected by activity
recognition systems and they could be identified in existing process models (action A
in observation and behavior models in Figure 2).
• Domain-Specific Knowledge about a certain domain includes information about the
environment, spatial, personal, and further behavioral information. This could be
represented using context modeling approaches [MS17] and modeled in structure
models (see (1) in Figure 1) as well as behavior models (see (2) in Figure 1).
• General Knowledge such as common human behavior or physical properties can
be additionally modeled in structure and behavior models. This knowledge can be
either described in additional models or added to the domain-specific models. Until
now, it is not very common to include general knowledge in MDSE. Thus, further
investigations are required to gain knowledge about how these models are related to
domain-specific models and what strategy to follow in the sense of extendability.
It is possible to manage the necessary information through different kinds of models.
Nevertheless, it is still a challenge for a system to automatically carry out the last step, the
identification of a support action based on observations.
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Fig. 2: Identification of an action and its goal from observation.

Figure 2 shows a possible process for identifying support actions in assistive systems. Using
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the terminology from [Le78], actions could have specific goals a person wants to achieve.
For a successful support process, assistive systems must pass several steps.
1. Observation. The assistive system observes human behavior and gets sensor data
(simple events from sensor data in observations), e.g., the light sensor detects light in
the kitchen or the motion sensor detects somebody in front of the coffee machine.
Knowledge about the sensor’s location or its relation to a particular item is usually
integrated through hand-written code or by modeling.
2. Activity recognition. The simple events are analyzed and complex events or actions
are build (action A in Figure 2) [RAM16], e.g., someone is detected in front of the
coffee machine (simple event 1) and the start button of the button machine is pressed
(simple event 2) means somebody makes coffee (complex event or action).
3. Comparison. The system compares a specific activity with existing knowledge,
e.g., in behavior models (Figure 2, dark marked actions in observation and behavior
models). This comparison results in several candidates in different behavior models.
4. Selection. A reasoning component selects the most fitting process based on context
information (Figure 1, relation (a)), possible goals according to current states of
objects (Figure 1, relation (c)) and information in case bases or knowledge bases
about former successful support [AP94]. In our example, this would be e.g., the
process including action A, B, C, D in Figure 2.
5. Support. The assistive system is now able to guide the person showing the next
possible actions to perform if she/he hesitates or behaves unexpectedly [SM20], e.g.,
actions B, C, and D as next steps.
To sum up, there are different variants to realize these goal modeling, relations to DSLs
and goals, and the identification of goals from observation. Goal modeling and a Goal
DSL might be one way to improve the precision of support activities. However, concrete
solutions for these ideas need further investigation.

4

Conclusion

There exist several approaches for robots, self-adaptive systems, or agent-based systems that
use goal modeling for influencing the behavior of such systems and robots [Br05, He15].
Nevertheless, to model task goals for usage in MDSE approaches to create assistive systems
is an open field that needs further investigation. This paper does not claim to solve all
behavior goal modeling challenges, but we hope that it serves as a stimulus for discussions.
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